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Abstract
We present a method to develop multivariate polynomials in multiple series of products of univariate classical orthogonal
polynomials of a discrete variable. The method is based on the ability to apply di2erence operators on such series in order
to generate recurrence relations for the expansion coe3cients like in the one-variable case. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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Introduction
In a previous paper [8], we have presented methods to apply (partial) di2erential operators on series
of classical orthogonal polynomials, that is to say Jacobi, Bessel, Laguerre and Hermite polynomials.
This result was based on the hypergeometric approach [5] of classical orthogonal polynomials which
satisfy di2erential equations of the form
(x)y′′(x) + (x)y′(x) + y(x) = 0; (1)
where  is polynomial of degree not greater than 2,  is a polynomial of degree 1 and  is an
appropriate constant. Using the above-mentioned methods, we were able to expand polynomial solu-
tions of partial di2erential equations in any basis of classical orthogonal polynomials. This approach
applies perfectly to connection problems.
A similar approach [6] can be used to Cnd the main properties of classical orthogonal polynomials
of a discrete variable, namely, Hahn, Kravchouk, Meixner and Charlier polynomials. Indeed, these
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polynomials satisfy a discrete version of Eq. (1). In Section 1, we recall some results on this class of
polynomials and we give results for the corresponding series. The main result is a method to apply
di2erence operators on series. In Section 2, we apply results of the previous section to connection
problems.
Before continuing, let us introduce some notations about di2erence operators which will be in-
tensively used in this paper. Let Exi be the shift operator with respect to the variable xi deCned
by
Exif(x1; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xk) = f(x1; : : : ; xi + 1; : : : ; xk):
Integer powers of Exi are deCned in a natural way by
Enxif(x1; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xk) = f(x1; : : : ; xi + n; : : : ; xk); n ∈ Z:
In particular, E0xi is equal to the identity operator denoted by I . Let us introduce the backward-di2erence
operator xi = I − E−1xi and the forward-di2erence operator xi = Exi − I . When no ambiguity exists
about the variable (especially in the univariate case), we omit it and we will write only E,  and
. In this paper, we consider di2erence operators acting on functions and di2erence operators act-
ing on sequences. Although there is no theoretical di2erence between both kinds of operators, we
will distinguish them by using calligraphic style letters to denote operators acting on sequences, in
particular E for the shift operator and I for the identity operator.
1. Operations on series of classical orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable
1.1. Classical orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable
Orthogonal polynomials Pn of a discrete variable satisfy an orthogonality relation of the form
b−1∑
xi=a
(xi)Pn(xi)Pm(xi) = n;md2n: (2)
If, in addition, {Pn(x)}n∈N is a family of classical orthogonal polynomials, then the polynomial Pn
is solution of a di2erence equation of the form
(x)Iy(x) + (x)Iy(x) + ny(x) = 0; (3)
where
n =−n
(
′ +
n− 1
2
′′
)
;
 is a polynomial of degree not greater than 2 and  is a polynomial of degree 1. The weight
function in (2) is a solution of the Pearson equation
((x)(x)) = (x)(x);
and the Rodrigues formula
Pn(x) =
Bn
(x)
n
[
(x)
n−1∏
k=0
(x − k)
]
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shows how the family {Pn(x)}n∈N is entirely characterized by the couple (; ) up to the arbitrary
normalization coe3cients Bn. Moreover, the family {Pn}n∈N veriCes the following four relations: the
three-term recurrence
xPn(x) = anPn+1(x) + bnPn(x) + cnPn−1(x); (4)
the -structure relation
((x) + (x))IPn(x) = nPn+1(x) + nPn(x) + nPn−1(x); (5)
the -structure relation
(x)Pn(x) = ˜nPn+1(x) + ˜nPn(x) + ˜nPn−1(x); (6)
and the -di2erence representation
Pn(x) = ′nIPn+1(x) + 
′
nIPn(x) + 
′
nIPn−1(x); (7)
which hold with the convention P−1(x) = 0. The coe3cients an; bn; : : : ; ′n, 
′
n appearing in (4)–(7)
are entirely Cxed by n, ,  and Bn.
1.2. Operations on series of one variable x
In this section, we use the properties presented in the previous one to build corresponding prop-
erties for formal series of the form
S =
∞∑
n=0
unPn(x): (8)
We call S a formal series because in the sequel we will manipulate it (and all other series hereafter
introduced) without considering the convergence. However, since in the applications the series S
will have only a Cnite number of nonzero terms, all the results mentioned below will be valid. In
the opposite case, a convergence study is required.
For series like (8), the following formulas hold:
x
∞∑
n=0
unPn(x) =
∞∑
n=0
X(un)Pn(x); (9)
((x) + (x))
∞∑
n=0
unPn(x) =
∞∑
n=0
S(un)Pn(x); (10)
(x)
∞∑
n=0
unPn(x) =
∞∑
n=0
S˜(un)Pn(x); (11)
∞∑
n=0
unPn(x) =
∞∑
n=0
R(un)IPn+1(x); (12)
where
X = an−1E−1n + bnI + cn+1En; (13)
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S= n−1E−1n + nI + n+1En; (14)
S˜= ˜n−1E−1n + ˜nI + ˜n+1En; (15)
R= ′nI + 
′
n+1En + 
′
n+2E
2
n (16)
and with the convention u−1 = 0. To establish these results, we apply respectively formulas
(4)–(7) term by term on the left-hand sides of (9)–(12). The right-hand sides of these equali-
ties are obtained by a reordering of sums as in the following formulas:
∞∑
n=0
un(rnPn+1 + snPn + tnPn−1) =
∞∑
n=0
(rn−1un−1 + snun + tn+1un+1)Pn (17)
and
∞∑
n=0
un(rnIPn+1 + snIPn + tnIPn−1) =
∞∑
n=0
(rnun + sn+1un+1 + tn+2un+2)IPn+1; (18)
where {rn}n∈N, {sn}n∈N and {tn}n∈N are arbitrary sequences and still u−1 = 0.
We introduce the set of families {P(m)n }n∈N recursively deCned by
P(0)n (x) = Pn(x);
dm+1(n)P(m+1)n (x) = IP
(m)
n+1(x); (19)
with dm+1(n) = 0, for all n; m¿0. The factors dm+1(n) allow us to impose the normalisation of
polynomials P(m)n (x). In particular, if the polynomials Pn(x) are monic, then with the choice dm+1(n)=
n+ 1, for all m, the polynomials P(m)n (x) are monic as well. A fundamental property shown by the
hypergeometric approach [6] is that for any family {Pn}n∈N of classical orthogonal polynomial of a
discrete variable, families {mPn+m}n∈N (m¿0) are families of classical orthogonal polynomial of a
discrete variable. More precisely, the polynomial P(m)n is the solution of the equation
(x)Iy + m(x)Iy + m;ny = 0; (20)
where m(x)= (x+m)+(x+m)−(x) and m;n=−n(′m(x)+ ((n− 1)=2)′′(x)). Hence, using the
process applied to the initial {Pn}n∈N, we obtain for all families of classical orthogonal polynomials
{P(m)n }n∈N; m ∈ N, the set of formulas
x
∞∑
n=0
unP(m)n (x) =
∞∑
n=0
Xm(un)P(m)n (x); (21)
((x) + m(x))
∞∑
n=0
unP(m)n (x) =
∞∑
n=0
Sm(un)P(m)n (x); (22)
(x)
∞∑
n=0
unP(m)n (x) =
∞∑
n=0
S˜m(un)P(m)n (x); (23)
∞∑
n=0
unP(m)n (x) =
∞∑
n=0
Rm+1(un)P(m+1)n (x); (24)
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with suitable operators Xm; Sm; S˜m and Rm+1. Obviously, for m = 0, formulas (21)–(23) are,
respectively, identical to (9)–(11) with X0 =X; S0 =S and S˜0 = S˜, and, taking into account the
deCnition of P(1)n , (24) and (12) are the same formula with R1 = d1(n)
−1R.
Formula (21) is extended to multiplication of a series by a polynomial p(x) by the formula
p(x)
∞∑
n=0
unP(m)n (x) =
∞∑
n=0
p(Xm)(un)P(m)n (x): (25)
Finally, successive (discrete) di2erentiations of (8) are given by the formulas

∞∑
n=0
unP(m)n (x) =
∞∑
n=0
Dm+1(un)P(m+1)n (x); m¿0; (26)
where
Dm+1 = dm+1(n)En: (27)
By convention, we put D0 =I.
The action of a di2erence operator on a series of classical orthogonal polynomials of a discrete
variable is presented in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. The di<erential operator;
L=
r∑
j=0
pj(x)j; (28)
where the pj(x) are polynomials; can be applied to a series of classical orthogonal polynomials as
follows:
L
( ∞∑
n=0
unPn
)
=
∞∑
n=0
L(un)P(r)n ; (29)
where
L=
r∑
j=0
pj(Xr)Rr : : :Rj+1Dj : : :D0: (30)
Proof. The proposition is straightforwardly proved by the following calculation which successively
uses iteratively formulas (26), (24) and (25):
L
( ∞∑
n=0
unPn
)
=
r∑
j=0
(
pj(x)
∞∑
n=0
Dj : : :D0(un)P( j)n
)
=
r∑
j=0
(
pj(x)
∞∑
n=0
Rr : : :Rj+1Dj : : :D0(un)P(r)n
)
=
r∑
j=0
( ∞∑
n=0
pj(Xr)Rr : : :Rj+1Dj : : :D0(un)P(r)n
)
:
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Remark 2. There is no loss of generality in considering di2erence operators of the form (28) since
we can rewrite a generic di2erence operator
s∑
k=r
qk(x)Ek
in the form
Er
s−r∑
k=0
qk+r(x − r)(+ I)k = Er
s−r∑
k=0
q˜k(x)
k;
where we use the equality E =+ I and where the q˜k(x) are polynomials obtained after reordering
with respect to powers of .
For example, the di2erence operator associated to the hypergeometric equation (3) is not directly
in the form (28), but if we apply the shift operator E on (3) we obtain
(x + 1)EIy + (x + 1)EIy + nEy = 0:
Using the relations E =  and E = + I , and reordering terms, we transform it to
((x + 1) + (x + 1))2y + ((x + 1) + n)Iy + ny = 0
which has the required form for use of Proposition 1.
The method described in Proposition 1 does not use the “structural formulas” (22) and (23). Their
use is possible but requires a very detailed study of the structure of the operator L to apply to the
series S. For the sake of generality, we do not enter into such a study but we provide an example
which shows the gain that we can obtain from the use of the structural relations.
Example 3. Let us apply the di2erence operator
L= %(+ x)+ &I
to the series
S =
∞∑
n=0
unm(;%)n (x);
where m(;%)n (x) is the Meixner polynomial of parameters  and % with ¿ 0 and 0¡%¡ 1 and
with the normalization of [6]. A direct application of Proposition 1 gives
L(S) =
∞∑
n=0
[(%(+X1)D1D0 + &R1D0](un)m(+1; %)n (x)
=
∞∑
n=0
[(& + %n)un − (& + + n+ %n+ %)(n+ 1)un+1
+(n+ + 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 2)un+2]m(+1; %)n (x): (31)
The polynomial %(+ x) is equal to (x) + (x), where  and  are the polynomials in the hyper-
geometric equation satisCed by m(;%)n (x). In this case, we can use formula (11) to make %(+ x)
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act on S, and obtain the following result:
L(S) =
∞∑
n=0
((%n+ &)un − (n+ 1)(n+ )un+1)m(;%)n (x); (32)
which is a little more simple than the previous one. Note that both results are compatible, since
we can transform the right-hand side of (32) into the right-hand side of (31) by the application of
formula (12).
1.3. Operations on series in variables xi; i = 1; : : : ; k
In this section, we make an intensive use of sums indexed by elements of Nk . So, let us introduce
some notations and conventions for concision in indexations. Letters with a bar denote elements of
Nk , for example, On= (n1; : : : ; nk). Hence, the notation un1 ;:::; nk and u On represents the same object, and
the one or the other will be used according to the need of clearness and=or space. The same remark
holds for pj1 ;:::; jk (x1; : : : ; xk) and p O—(x1; : : : ; xk).
We consider multivariate series of the particular form
S =
∑
On∈Nk
un1 ;:::; nk P1; n1 (x1) : : : Pk;nk (xk); (33)
where each family {Pi;ni}ni∈N is a classical orthogonal family of a discrete variable. We will apply
to such series di2erence operators of the form
L=
∑
O—∈J
pj1 ;:::; jk (x1; : : : ; xk)
j1
1 : : : 
jk
k ; (34)
where J is a Cnite subset of Nk and the pj1 ;:::; jk are polynomials in x1; : : : ; xk and where i is a
concise writing for xi , the -di2erence operator acting on the variable xi.
To each family {Pi;ni}ni∈N we associate the families {P(li)i; ni }ni∈N, deCned as in (19). For any k-uplet
Ol= (l1; : : : ; lk), we deCne the series
S Ol =
∑
On∈Nk
un1 ;:::; nk P
(l1)
1; n1 (x1) : : : P
(lk )
k; nk (xk):
We denote by Xi; li , Ri; li and Di; li , respectively, the operators (21), (24) and (26) associated to
P(li)i; ni (xi) in which we substitute ni to n. By manipulations on series similar to (17) and (18), we
obtain the following formulas for multivariate series:
xiS
Ol =
∑
On∈Nk
Xi; li(un1 ;:::; nk )P
(l1)
1; n1 (x1) : : : P
(lk )
k; nk (xk); (35)
iS
Ol =
∑
On∈Nk
Di; li+1(un1 ;:::; nk )P
(l1)
1; n1 (x1) : : : P
(li+1)
i; ni (xi) : : : P
(lk )
k; nk (xk); (36)
S Ol =
∑
On∈Nk
Ri; li+1(un1 ;:::; nk )P
(l1)
1; n1 (x1) : : : P
(li+1)
i; ni (xi) : : : P
(lk )
k; nk (xk): (37)
These last formulas hold with the convention u On=0 if one of the ni is strictly negative. Let us gen-
eralize formula (35) to multiplication by a polynomial in the variables x1; : : : ; xk . With the symbolic
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notation p(X Ol) denoting p(X1; l1 ; : : : ;Xk; lk ) in a more compact form, we have
p(x1; : : : ; xk)S
Ol =
∑
On∈Nk
[p(X Ol)](un1 ;:::; nk )P
(l1)
1; n1 (x1) : : : P
(lk )
k; nk (xk): (38)
For all Om= (m1; : : : ; mk) and Ol= (l1; : : : ; lk) with mi¿li, we deCne
R[ Om;
Ol] =R[m1 ; l1]1 : : :R
[mk ; lk ]
k and D
[ Ol] =D[l1]1 : : :D
[lk ]
k ;
where
R[m;l]i =Ri;m : : :Ri; l+1 for m¿l and R
[m;m]
i =I
and
D[l]i =Di; l : : :Di;0:
One easily checks by iterative use of formulas (37) and (36) that
l11 : : : 
lk
k S =
∑
On∈Nk
D[
Ol](un1 ;:::; nk )P
(l1)
1; n1 (x1) : : : P
(lk )
k; nk (xk) (39)
and
S Ol =
∑
On∈Nk
R[ Om;
Ol](un1 ;:::; nk )P
(m1)
1; n1 (x1) : : : P
(mk )
k; nk (xk): (40)
The formulas and notations presented above lead to the
Proposition 4. Let L be the partial di<erential operator
L=
∑
O—∈J
pj1 ;:::; jk (x1; : : : ; xk)
j1
1 : : : 
jk
k :
Let Or be the k-uplet (r1; : : : ; rk) such that ri is the maximal value of ji in O— ∈ J (or equivalently
the maximal order of i in L). For all O— ∈ J; let Or − O— represent the k-uplet (r1 − j1; : : : ; rk − jk).
Then we can apply L to the series
S =
∑
On∈Nk
un1 ;:::; nk P1; n1 (x1) : : : Pk;nk (xk)
with the help of the formula
L(S) =
∑
On∈Nk
L(un1 ;:::; nk )P
(r1)
1; n1 (x1) : : : P
(rk )
k; nk (xk); (41)
where
L=
∑
O—∈J
p O—(X Or)R[ Or− O—; O— ]D[ O—]: (42)
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 1, by the successive use of formulas (39),
(40) and (38) in the calculation
L(S) =
∑
O—∈J
p O— (x1; : : : ; xk)

∑
On∈Nk
D[ O— ](u On)P
( j1)
1; n1 (x1) : : : P
( jk )
k; nk (xk)


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=
∑
O—∈J
p O— (x1; : : : ; xk)

∑
On∈Nk
R[ Or− O—; O— ]D[ O— ] (u On)P
(r1)
1; n1 (x1) : : : P
(rk )
k; nk (xk)


=
∑
O—∈J
[p O— (X Or)R[ Or− O—; O— ]D[ O—]](u On)P
(r1)
1; n1 (x1) : : : P
(rk )
k; nk (xk):
As the results obtained in the continuous case, the computations on series described in Propositions
1 and 4 are automatically made by the package orthoseries [7] implemented in MAPLE [3].
Example 5. We consider the following sum of discrete Chebyshev polynomials tn1 (x1;N ) (equal to
the Hahn polynomials h(0;0)n1 (x1;N )) and Kravchuk polynomials k
(p)
n2 (x2;N ):
S =
∑
(n1 ; n2)∈N2
un1 ;n2 tn1 (x1;N )k
(p)
n2 (x2;N ):
We apply the operator L=1 +2 to the series S. We use Proposition 4 with P
(0)
1; n1 (x1) = tn1 (x1;N ),
P(1)1; n1 (x1) = h
(1;1)
n1 (x1;N − 1); P(0)2; n2 (x2) = k (p)n2 (x2;N ); P(0)2; n2 (x2) = k (p)n2 (x2;N − 1); J = {(0; 1); (1; 0)};
p(0;1)(x1; x2) = 1; p1;0(x1; x2) = 1 and Or = (1; 1). We obtain
L(S) =
∑
(n1 ; n2)∈N2
L(un1 ;n2)h
(1;1)
n1 (x1;N − 1)k (p)n2 (x2;N − 1);
where
L=R1;1D2;1 +R2;1D1;1
and more explicitly
L(un1 ;n2) = (n1 + 2)un1+1;n2 +
(n1 + 2)
2(2n1 + 1)
un1 ;n2+1 −
(n1 + 2)(2p+ 1)
2
un1+1;n2+1
−(n1 + N + 2)(n1 + 2)(N − 2− n1)
2(5 + 2n1)
un1+2;n2+1:
2. Connection problems
In the context of this paper, the connection problem consists in determining the coe3cients un1 ;:::; nk
in
Q(x1; : : : ; xk) =
∑
(n1 ;:::; nk )∈N
un1 ;:::; nk P1; n1 (x1) : : : Pk;nk (xk); (43)
where Q ∈ C[x1; : : : ; xk] and the Pi;ni are given classical orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable.
When the polynomial Q(x1; : : : ; xk) is cancelled by a di2erence operator L, we can construct a
recurrence L(un1 ;:::; nk ) = 0 where the operator L is built from L by the application of Proposition
4. In some cases, this recurrence can be formally solved and in every case it allows a numerical
computation of coe3cients un1 ;:::; nk . This approach generalizes the philosophy of other methods for
the one-variable case [2,4] to that of the multivariate case.
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Let Pn be a classical orthogonal polynomial of a discrete variable. According to Remark 2, Pn is
cancelled by the di2erence operator
˜(x)2 + ˜n(x)+ nI
with ˜(x) = (x + 1) + (x + 1) and ˜n(x) = (x + 1) + n. The connection problem
Pn
(
k∑
i=0
xi
)
=
∑
(n1 ;:::; nk )∈N
un1 ;:::; nk P1; n1 (x1) : : : Pk;nk (xk) (44)
can therefore be solved by the cancellation of the left-hand side by the operator
˜
(
k∑
i=0
xi
)
2j + ˜n
(
k∑
i=0
xi
)
j + nI
for any j in {1; : : : ; k}. This generates a recurrence equation for the coe3cients un1 ;:::; nk . The solution
of this recurrence needs “initial conditions”. A Crst set of conditions is given by
(n1; : : : ; nk) ∈ I (n; k) ⇒ un1 ;:::; nk = 0;
where
I (n; k) = {(n1; : : : ; nk) ∈ Nk | n1 + · · ·+ nk6n}
is obtained by the immediate considerations of degree. Moreover, if all polynomials Pn and Pi;ni
(i = 1; : : : ; k) are monic, we have the supplementary obvious condition un;0; :::;0 = 1. Let us give an
example (with k = 2).
Example 6. We seek the connection coe3cients in
c()n (x1 + x2) =
∑
(n1 ; n2)∈N2
un1 ;n2c
()
n1 (x1)c
()
n2 (x2); (45)
where c()n , c
()
n1 and c
()
n2 are monic Charlier polynomials. We have the recurrence
(n− n1)un1 ;n2 − (n1 + 1)un1+1;n2−1 − (n2 + 1)(n1 + 1)un1+1;n2+1
− (n1 + 1)(n1 + n2 − n+  + − + 1)un1+1;n2
− (− )(n1 + 1)(n1 + 2)un1+2;n2 = 0:
With the “initial conditions” un1 ;n2 = 0 if (n1; n2) ∈ I (n; 2) and un;0 = 1, one computes the result
un1 ;n2 =


(
n
n1
)
if n1 + n2 = n;
0 if n1 + n2 = n;
when = + , which is coherent with the convolution formula given in [1]:
c(+)n (x1 + x2) =
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
c()k (x1)c
()
n−k(x2): (46)
One can also verify that, in any case,
un−1;0 = n(+  − )
which shows that a convolution formula holds if and only if = + .
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One can remark that for an arbitrary polynomial P(x), the multivariate polynomial P(x1+ · · ·+xk)
is cancelled by the operator
a11 + · · ·+ akk
provided that a1 + · · · + ak = 0. One could think to use such an operator to solve the connection
problem (44). Let us show, with Example 6, that it is not satisfactory. By applying operator 1−2
on (45), we generate the recurrence
(n1 + 1)un1+1;n2 − (n2 + 1)un1 ;n2+1 = 0:
One easily checks, due to the structure of the recurrence, that we need to know one value un1 ; n2
with n1 + n2 = i for all value i ∈ {1; : : : ; n}, in order to compute all values un1 ; n2 in (45) instead of
only one (nontrivial) in Example 6.
Let us end with a “nonhypergeometric” example.
Example 7. We seek the connection coe3cients in
(x1 + x2)n =
∑
(n1 ; n2)∈N2
un1 ; n2m
(;%)
n1 (x1)m
(;%)
n2 (x2); (47)
where (a)n is the Pochhammer symbol for a(a+1) · · · (a+n−1) and the m(;%)n1 (x1) and m(;%)n2 (x2) are
monic Meixner polynomials. The expression (x1 + x2)n is cancelled by the operator (x1 + x2)1 − n.
The application of this operator on the right-hand side of (47) leads to the recurrence
(n1 + 1)(%(n− n1 − n2 − −  − 1)− (n11 + n2))un1+1;n2
+%(n1 + 1)[(n1 + + 1)(n1 + 2)un1+2;n2 + (n2 + )(n2 + 1)un1+1;n2+1]
+ (n1 + 1)un1+1;n2−1 − (n− n1)un1 ;n2 = 0
with here again un1 ;n2 = 0 if (n1; n2) ∈ I (n; 2) and un;0 = 1. For a given n, this allows the numerical
computation of coe3cients un1 ;n2 . But we do not have the closed-form solution in this case.
3. Conclusion
Due to the similarity induced by the hypergeometric approach of classical orthogonal polynomials
of both continuous and discrete variables, we obtained in this paper for the discrete case results
very similar to those obtained for the continuous case in [8]: operations on formal series, application
to connection problems. At the same time, the MAPLE program orthoseries has been modiCed to
handle series of discrete classical orthogonal polynomials. As natural extension, our work will be
completed by the study and the implementation of uni- and multivariate series of q-hypergeometric
polynomials in orthoseries.
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